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broadcast markets experiencing a decline as
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Is the global media agency facing extinction?
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AMS Media Group
We’re not all ‘Snakes’,
but have we fallen
down the ‘Ladder’?
What’s that phrase?
oh yes. What goes
around, comes around.

In media terms, I am now
oﬃcially long in the tooth.
30 years plus behind me.
Man and boy and all that
(to indulge another cliché).

When I started, “media
agencies” weren’t
agencies, they were
“buying shops”. They were
rebels. The non-PC rule breakers, who dared to step outside
of the full service model and work for less than the full 15%.
That positioned our sector as perhaps, only one rung above
estate Agents on the ladder of reputable professions.

Then, as the 90’s arrived, media moved up the client-side
agenda with the realisation that such a signiﬁcant slice of
their budget warranted a lot more of their time and attention
(though with the beneﬁt of hindsight, not enough!).
In parallel, the agency groups swallowed their pride and
adopted an “if you can’t beat them, join them” attitude by
launching their own media brands, as the fore-runners to the
global networks we see today, built upon price incentives,
incredulously low fees and, as we now all know, massive
media owner kickbacks.

UK

Compound this with how the networks also approached
the world of programmatic media. Pre-deﬁning signiﬁcant
portions of digital budgets to be run through in-house
platforms, generating enormous margins at their own
discretion.

What started out as a case of “shock horror” surrounding a
complete lack of transparency, soon turned into an advertiser
backlash against “fake” digital impressions, brand safety
concerns and a fundamental erosion of client/agency trust.

So surely, now the cat was most deﬁnitely out of the bag,
clients would wake up to the fact that it is the independent
agencies who are best placed to oﬀer the neutrality and
transparency they now seek? For the ﬁrst time, I hoped
the virtue of “independence” would become a clear
diﬀerentiating beneﬁt; “move your business to a media
partner who is focused on its clients’ best interests, not
its own share price”.
Has this happened?

Not as far as I can see. Why?

I suspect because the whole of the media buying sector has
been tarred with the same brush. The client response to the
revelations has not generally been to seek agencies with
completely diﬀerent DNA, who operate on a foundation of
trust, but to adopt FTe fee models, reduce margin and pay
expensive lawyers to write water tight contracts – making
life diﬃcult for everyone.

Those discredited networks have slid a long way down
a slippery snake and appear to have taken the rest of us
with them.
Well I for one intend to start climbing back up that
“reputable” ladder, by preaching the Indie gospel ……..
Amen.

25 years later and, despite it being the worst kept industry
secret, the bubble ﬁnally burst for the networks when Mr Jon
Mandel lifted the lid at the 2015 ANA conference in the US.
He basically revealed the degree to which they had been
using their clients’ spending to drive sur-commissions and
over-riders.
My heart bled for them. Not.

As a long established independent, we have never undertaken
an agency deal which guaranteed a volume or share to any one
sales house in return for undeclared remuneration. How can
you possibly retain planning neutrality when your ﬁrst priority
is not to your clients, but to the media deals which need to
be fed?

“How can you possibly retain planning
neutrality when your ﬁrst priority is
not to your clients, but to the media
deals which need to be fed?”
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Paul Phelps
Chief executive, AMS Media Group

Billups
Marketers are turning
inward, making
specialists more
important than ever

USA

There are hurdles to bringing in specialists
Implementing a robust specialist strategy does have its own
set of hurdles, and the biggest is ﬁguring out how to connect
brands and specialists. Independent agencies and specialist
agencies generally lack a penetrating voice and don’t often
ﬁnd themselves invited to full-service pitches. of the $25
billion in media estimated to have been reviewed in 2016, a
mere $2 billion, or 8%, went to independent media agencies.
Specialists are routinely bypassed by pitch consultants who
default to full-service, typically holding company, bundled
solutions rather than draw upon the best resources to create
a service oﬀering built around a client’s speciﬁc needs.

As marketers continue to insource media services, consultants
must understand the specialist marketplace and the extraordinary resources it oﬀers to amplify in-house media teams
while providing service, ﬂexibility and value unmatched by the
large holding companies.

Brands are insourcing more digital and programmatic services,
a trend that’s only going to continue. Concerns regarding
transparency, speed-to-market and data integrity have forced
brands to reconsider their existing marketing and media
structures. As marketers grapple with the eﬀects of fraud
and high ad-tech costs on their media dollars, their trust in
traditional media agencies has eroded. Internal solutions have
emerged to ﬁll the void, especially in digital and programmatic
disciplines.
Insourcing is changing the marketing and advertising
landscape
All indications point to the insourcing trend having lasting
consequences. P&G has already cut agency and production
costs by $750 million annually, and they’re looking to cut
another $400 million in the future. (AdAge January 23, 2018)
At the same time, P&G is likely to continue increasing ad
spend while it realizes the eﬃciency created through its
internal media operations. Further internalization of agency
operations is likely, with CFo Jon Moeller saying, “We’ll
automate more media planning, production and distribution,
bringing more of it in-house.”

Focus on creating your perfect team
The best media teams are created, not sold as a single
solution. It starts with brand leadership who understand the
need to bring the best minds and services together to solve
their complex marketing challenges; Who challenge their
consultants or team to include specialists when considering
marketing and media requirements. Then task them to
collaborate willingly, debate vigorously and focus singularly
on meeting the needs and challenges faced by the brand in
today’s fragmented marketing landscape. The results will amaze.
About Billups
Billups is revolutionizing the out-of-home media experience.
Blending art and science with advanced technology, Billups
leads the industry with scientiﬁc targeting, accurate out-ofhome measurement, and an innovative AI-powered
recommendation engine. Founded in 2003, Billups is the
nation’s largest independently-held out-of-home media
specialist agency, oﬀering strategic planning, buying,
production and brand experiences. Recently named one of
America’s Most Promising Companies by Forbes, Billups is
headquartered in Portland, Oregon with 13 oﬃces spanning
the US. Find out more at billups.com.

Specialists are already positioned for success
While in-house media solutions seem to be achieving the
desired results of increased speed-to-market, pricing eﬃciency,
data integrity and transparency, traditional agencies are
reacting slowly. Specialists, conversely, are already positioned
to support internal media and marketing teams and are quickly
emerging as the most capable to adapt to this in-source trend.
Specialists routinely take on project work proﬁtably, collaborate
extensively with internal and external actors, and oﬀer
competitive insights and support in areas that are still diﬃcult
to resource internally.
Digiday reported on March 28, 2018 that marketers believe
specialized boutique agencies, which already thrive on
individual assignments, will beneﬁt the most from the in-house
movement. “Brands will start looking toward niche agencies
who really understand their craft and have deep expertise,”
said Quynh Mai, founder at Moving Image & Content.
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David Krupp
Chief Revenue oﬃcer, Billups

Crimtan
Advantage
Independent.
The Digital
Media Agency
of the Future

UK

hard to get some of the action here, and their higher pay
rates (which have not been knocked down by endless pitching
and procurement) attract some top talent, but it will be
interesting to see if consultancies can sustain this or try to
train up their own staﬀ. This is where independent agencies
have excelled, nurturing and growing talent at highly eﬃcient
rates and using that talent to provide value for brands.

The media agency model has been under attack in recent
years. Advertisers’ concerns over agency transparency and
undeclared income has been a regular topic in the press.
Privacy changes, such as the infamous GDPR, have muddied
the waters over user targeting. Consultancies, led by giants
such as Accenture and Deloitte, have entered the market
oﬀering media planning and buying – areas that have long
been the exclusive preserve of media agencies. At the same
time, more and more clients have looked to take digital media
buying in house, while media, data and technology continue
to reshape the landscape. These dynamics certainly put
pressure on the media agency, but far from dying out,
agencies are adapting and a viable model for the future is
becoming increasingly clear, as we shall see.

The large agency groups have had to adapt the most. For
some time, they have relied upon their buying power to
retain control of the media budgets of large brands. However,
in more and more instances, buying power has limited (if any)
beneﬁt. This is already the case in digital channels and is
forecast to apply across all channels in the coming year. The
large agency groups have also been savagely undercutting
each other to attract business and have, in many cases, used
undisclosed income to ﬁll in the gap. This behaviour will
surely cost them market share until they can show more value
to brands in places where they really do have an advantage
such as global reach, access to data, full service capabilities
and scale of relationships.

The agency of the future will need to continue this expertise,
but it will need to apply it in more areas. An independent
agency’s core skill has always been in planning, buying, media
strategy and creative. Digital marketing has increased the
need for skills in specialist channels, ad technology and user
privacy. Brands demand ever-more skills to meet the needs of
an increasingly complex digital world: legal skills, AI and
machine learning, advanced technology, project management
and more. These skills add up to far more expertise than any
brands (bar the largest) could ever hope to have in house and,
even then, most will choose to bring in experts to some
degree.
The successful independent agencies of the future will oﬀer
more of the services that brands value most. This is much
more complicated than simply being able to buy things
cheaply. The agencies of the future will need to oﬀer essential
skills and associated services; specialist agencies will package
up a subset, large agency groups will look to become full
service shops while consultancies will try to grow their
services and may even become indistinguishable from media
agencies.

The opportunity for independents has never been greater.
The combination of expertise, ﬂexibility, value-based pricing
and the close relationships that owner-led independents have
with their clients, becomes even more valuable in a rapidly
evolving media landscape. By making the most of existing
expertise and enhancing these with the skills needed to meet
future demands, the independent agency can look forward to
a bright future.

“As independents have never been
able to rely on buying power or
trading deals, they have focused
on providing service and value to
their clients.”

I would argue there has never been a better time to be an
independent. As independents have never been able to rely
on buying power or trading deals, they have focused on
providing service and value to their clients. This needs to
be the core focus of the agency of the future – and
independents are the experts in this. Consultancies are trying
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Ian Winton
International Partnerships Director, Crimtan

ID Comms
Independents’ Day
Agility, transparency and entrepreneurialism will power a
renaissance for independent media agencies. David Indo,
Ceo of ID Comms, explains.

Much has changed in the last three years and independent
agencies could be the beneﬁciaries. There are many
advertisers who are disillusioned and frustrated with the
holding groups options.

I’ve sat in on media pitches worth more than $10bn and what
I see is a world that has changed dramatically since 2015. For
independents what matters is that we have moved on from
the age of scale to a time where brands are more aware of
what they need from media and how agencies work.
This is all very diﬀerent from the Mediapalooza of 2015, a
great 'ﬁresale' of recklessness and commoditised media
inventory/pricing. Behind a veneer of strategy was a gigantic
race to the bottom. e-auctions were common, encouraging
agencies to take wild and reckless bets. Accounts moved
based on savings guarantees worth tens and sometimes
hundreds of millions of dollars.
Since then, of course, we’ve had John Mandel’s infamous
presentation at the ANA conference of 2015, the ANA
transparency report and Marc Pritchard’s speech at the
IAB in 2017 about the 'murky supply chain'.

UK

automatically play into the hands of the big agency groups.
Some are actively fragmenting scope and using individual
service providers to deliver best-in-class services rather than
consolidating within a one-stop-shop holding group.

“Media reviews in 2018 are about
data, talent and informed media
decision-making with transparency
guarantees as a condition of entry.”

Media reviews in 2018 are about data, talent and informed
media decision-making with transparency guarantees as a
condition of entry. Irrespective of size, the pitches we are
involved in this year have all included independent media
agencies and independent specialist agencies on the long-list.
Pitch briefs increasingly focus on themes such as agility,
entrepreneurialism, single P&Ls, transparency, market
excellence, disclosure and partnership. All of which are core
values and, often, unique behaviours of the independent
agency category, which oﬀers values and competencies that
more and more advertisers are demanding.

The independent agencies will succeed thanks to their
unique skill set and ability to seduce clients. The new media
world is a renaissance for the independents and it’s only the
beginning.

In the UK, ISBA has launched a new contract template for
media, which has been widely adapted around the world,
while the ANA has challenged its members to take back
control of media decision-making.

Changing the culture of media takes time, however, and the
real impact is only now coming to the market. Advertisers
have spent the last two years conducting deep diagnostic
work, identifying the gaps and weaknesses in their internal
media operating models.

As a result they are far more informed as to what agency
operating model they are looking for and the proﬁle of agency
partners they want to work with.

In the old media world, scale was important. Advertisers with
large budgets demanded the lowest prices and access to
premium solutions from media owners. Consolidation into
one agency made sense.

Today, progressive advertisers better understand the role that
any agency partners need to play in delivering their business
goals. This has allowed marketers to clearly deﬁne a
'blueprint' for external agency support that doesn't
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David Indo
Chief executive oﬃcer, ID Comms

Ignis
How to attract
the attention of
generation Z and the
Millennials towards
linear TV, in a context
of audience drainage?
The consumption of linear TV in Argentina has decreased
since 2015, with people turning to other devices and display
formats. TV ratings fell by 11.8% between 2016 and 2017,
while during the same period online video consumption
grew by 49% and on-demand video viewing by 146%.

All generations tend to consume multiplatform content,
but generation Z and the Millennials (both digital natives)
are the ones who have most altered their content
consumption habits.

When we analyse rating measurement, we see that the
highest peak in generation Z is 5.65 rating points and in the
Millennials it reaches 7 points. While in boomers and silent,
the rating jumps to 18.2, ﬁgures that indicate that open TV
has a high audience makeup among the 55 year olds and over.

ARGENTINA

1. They use social networks to make their recommendations
(WoM): As a prior phase in its launching on linear TV,
the content is launched on social networks. Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter proﬁles are created, as well as proﬁles
for the speciﬁc program and its main characters. They
develop communities on Facebook by sharing picture
posts, the program’s backstage video clips, news about
the lives of the show’s performers; an entirely parallel
form of storytelling in which consumers actively engage.

2. Along with the above, they are committed to diverse and
multigenerational narratives in their prime time stories.
This is the case of "100 dias para enamorarse” (100 days
to fall in love), Telefé / Viacom, which gambles on several
parallel love stories, adding the account of a generation
Z character who is going through a gender identity change
process. These new storylines have attracted not only
boomers and X’s but also the younger ones, achieving
the highest ratings during the ﬁrst semester of 2018.

3. other content proposed for prime time Air TV adopts
formats which have already been used on cable TV and
which have expanded through the on-demand platforms:
generation Z and the Millennials are attracted to the series
format (previously determined number of episodes) as
well as to the less time per episode format. During the
second quarter of 2018, Canal 13 launched the series
"el Lobista", which can be seen not only on that channel,
but also on the Cablevision Flow platform and on TNT.
The weekly series proposed by Telefé / Viacom, "Rizhoma
Hotel", a 30-minute series without commercial breaks,
is having similar success.

Consumer habits, increasingly exacting in their choice of
when, how and where to see content, demand new strategies
of engagement from the large Air TV channels. We are
experiencing a moment of transition, not only in the way
audience content is accessed and consumed, but also how
that consumer journey is measured and how brand advertising adapts and is incorporated into this new ecosystem.

Fuente: Kantar Ibope Media 2017.
The debate over time distribution.

In this context of audience drainage, we perceive that the
main Air TV programs have develop diﬀerent engagement
strategies
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Laura elizalde
Head of Consumer Insight & Transmedia
Ignis Media Agency

MAINTARGETGRoUP
Advertising trends in
Russia 2017-2018

Basically, Russian media trends are matching with the global
ones – traditional media is trying to digitalize and switch to
one or another audience buying formats, to come up with
more accurate targeting. Press and radio is declining, the
Internet is rising. It’s quite boring to discuss it without dipping
into the local speciﬁcs, that’s why we would rather tell you
about the new approaches on the market.
1. Integrated campaigns
Nowadays, we can see many more campaigns, build up on
one general idea, developed in diﬀerent formats, starting
from pure image to super shot activations. Brands are in the
search for new audiences and ready to experiment with the
brand book modiﬁcations, to adapt the global message in
micro campaigns.

2. Situational marketing
Brands are learning to respond quickly to incoming
information events. The trend began with the SMM, where
one can very quickly respond to a wave of memes and join
the next "battle of brands." Nowadays, advertisers go further,
situational marketing goes to oLV, to outdoor advertising
and even to radio. The most notable player in situational
marketing since the end of 2016 is Burger King, who
translated this approach from global markets, and for
2017-2018 this trend was picked up by local players.

3. Non-standard formats
The format of advertising graﬃti is gaining popularity in
Moscow. Whilst it is used mainly as an image format, the
tool has the potential for more complex communications.
Moreover, brands experiment with serial mechanics in oLV.
Depending on what versions a user has already seen, in the
future, it will show a continuous storyline that considers the
degree of user involvement.

RUSSIA

5. Unobvious humor, nostalgia for 90s
Mass culture becomes bolder, and after it, advertising
becomes bolder too. even local mass FMCG brands that
traditionally shoot videos in the style of "mom, dad, son,
dog eat mayonnaise in the kitchen" are ready to experiment,
shooting very abstract, very bright and provocative clips.

Another fashionable trend is for 90’s nostalgia. Remember
how it was back then? The blown shoulders, neon and
Russian disco. All these are appearing in ads and the stars
from the 90s are again in demand.

6. FIFA World Cup 2018
Since the spring of 2018, the whole of Moscow has been
painted with football balls, lawn stadium grass. everyone was
trying to stand on the topic of football: from banks, cars and
sports brands, to pharmacies, discount stores, retail and anything else. In some cases, it was appropriate, but in others it
was not. The most interesting of the advertising related to the
World Cup were integrated situational micro-campaigns that
were tied to speciﬁc successes and failures of individual teams.

“Be bolder in creativity, everyone
is tired of mayonnaise.”

How an independent agency can use it:
1. A local agency can aﬀord a more in-depth study of
campaign integration than a global ‘conveyor’ agency.

2. You need to be fast and be prepared to respond quickly
to the changing situation, to teach the client to set aside
a little budget for unforeseen projects. The absence of
bureaucracy and big hulking structures in independent
agencies allows them to be on time when the giant
agencies are just getting started.
3. Be bolder in creativity, everyone is tired of mayonnaise.
Be bolder in formats, it will pay oﬀ with memorability.

4. Look for the local stars, and sign with them until they
cost millions of dollars

4. Local celebrities & global brands, world-famous
celebrities & local brands
Global brands are looking for local stars - artists, musicians,
bloggers. The most interesting thing about this is the step
away from the mainstream. The guys, who would have
seemed too gloomy, risky and weird ﬁve years ago, are now
assembling an audience - and collecting cash. Local brands,
telecom operators, banks and computer games - are
experimenting with global stars. especially popular are
the almost forgotten stars of Hollywood action movies
of the 90s, ﬁled in a humorous key.

Anna Sergeeva
Chief executive oﬃcer, MAINTARGeTGRoUP
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Mediology
The Passion Point!
Two of the most recent talking points in media circles is the
automation of media processes and the lack of good talent,
ﬁnding it and keeping it. There are lots of opinions and
thoughts on both these subjects, but the answer is simplistic,
it goes back to the core reason people enter the world of
advertising – PASSIoN.

Automation is going to happen, is happening and in many
instances has happened, and it's been done well. Algorithms
have been developed that accurately and reliably give us data
that was previously processed by people. It's quicker, more
reliable and cheaper. It's here to stay, and it's got a signiﬁcant
upside. Automation takes the drudgework out of media and
frees up the media executive to focus on creativity, to develop
unique and exciting approaches and to surprise and delight
their audience.

“Automation takes the drudgework
out of media and frees up the media
executive to focus on creativity.”

Leveraging artiﬁcial intelligence and machine learning to
optimize the agencies eﬃciencies and outputs puts the
emphasis squarely back on creativity. Passionate people want
to work in creative environments, and the media agency is
now one of the leading environments for the development
of creative thinking.

SoUTH AFRICA

By ﬂipping a negative, the automated revolution, into a
positive, we can solve one of the more signiﬁcant issues in
media, ﬁnding good talent. Technology is designed to
eliminate feelings and emotions and act purely out of logic,
and it does that well, but we need to counterbalance that
with human emotion and passionate people. We need to
create and nurture an environment where logic and emotion
meet to create some magic. Re-igniting the creativity in media
agencies attracts good talent, not only within the pool of
media people but beyond, in diverse industries where skills
can be transferred and optimized.

“We need to create and nurture an
environment where logic and emotion
meet to create some magic.”

Technological platforms cannot tell stories, they cannot
inject emotion, and they cannot mimic human ingenuity.
We are well poised as an industry to grab brand intimacy
by the proverbial horns and regain the high ground by using
passionate people and fresh talent to harness their creativity
and merge it with hard data to develop campaigns that
connect and deliver results.
Accendi la passione!

“Passionate people want to work
in creative environments, and the
media agency is now one of the
leading environments for the
development of creative thinking."

If you've ever spent some time in a fast-paced, award-winning
creative agency, you'll have witnessed some doors being
slammed, harsh words being spoken and people dramatically
exiting a room. This is passion. And passion is where creativity
thrives. It's the same reason why Italians are considered to be
the best lovers, they ﬁght loudly and passionately and believe
whole-heartedly in what they are saying, but at the end of the
day, they have some of the strongest relationships in the
world, borne out of raw passion and emotion. Sophia Loren,
an iconic passionate Italian, famously said; “If you haven’t
cried, your eyes can’t be beautiful." Great things are borne
of emotion and frustration.
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Founder & Group CEO
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Pearman
Data – the good,
the bad and the ugly
one of the big issues in Australia for 2018 has been
around ‘Data’. The Advertising Industry is without doubt a
combination of Art and Science and the ever increasing Data
collected certainly gives more ‘power’ to the Science side
of advertising. However “with great power comes great
responsibility” – apologies for quoting Spiderman’s Uncle.
I think the interesting thing around Data is its use, its abuse
and its ability to seduce.

“The interesting thing around Data
is its use, its abuse and its ability
to seduce.”

THE USE – how to
Using Data delivers information and knowledge although
it does not automatically achieve the understanding and
consumer insight to create truly eﬀective engaging
campaigns. Intellect, intuition, experience, consumer and
client knowledge must be used in conjunction with the Data.
one of the concerns about the use of Data in advertising is
around potentially stiﬂing creativity. The best use of Data is a
balance between the data (eﬀectively ‘history’) and creativity
(human innovation & imagination).
THE ABUSE – Data privacy
The Facebook Cambridge Analytica scandal certainly put the
spot light on Data and privacy. Interestingly Facebook has
now just launched a national advertising campaign (using the
traditional media of TV, Cinema & outdoor) to reassure users
about how they use their customers’ Data.

AUSTRALIA

We have also had a major Health website attracting unwanted
media attention for funnelling patient information to law
ﬁrms seeking new clients. The Australian Government is now
investigating the company which is no longer accepting any
advertising on their website.

one side eﬀect of Data misuse has been to put the brakes
on digital targeting, particularly in relation to Facebook,
which has been sold on its ability to target the ideal audience
through 3rd party Data.

THE SEDUCTIoN – when selling media
Most of the major media (especially TV & outdoor) have
partnered with other companies to produce endless realms
of Data to supercharge their oﬀerings. The media naturally
use the Data to help sell more advertising space by targeting
“the perfect audience” and minimising wastage. We now see
sales pitches that include ’34 billion’ data points from Bank &
Supermarket transactions washed with every available
Research ﬁrm’s data.

Data is clearly important for selling media, however, it is just
one step in the whole strategy, planning and negotiating
process. Advertising is still very much a people dealing with
people business (even amongst the rise of Programmatic) and
“relationships” are without doubt the most important aspect
in the media selling process. Simply put, people buy things
from people they trust, respect and like.

Although the Science part has progressed over the years,
the Art side is a human factor that can’t be replicated by
machines or Data. It is fantastic to have the Data, but long
live human interaction!!

“Recent research shows 90% of
Australians do not want their
Data used by advertisers to
target them.”

This focus will surely lead to stricter controls around how Data
is shared, presumably similar to what the eU has done with
their ‘General Data Protection Regulation’ (GDPR). Recent
research also shows 90% of Australians do not want their
Data used by advertisers to target them.
Dominic Pearman
Managing Director, Pearman
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QVT
A Guide to Navigating
the Nigerian Media
Maze. Media
Fragmentation and
Proliferation

NIGERIA

Radio, with over 265 stations, (20% being state owned with
rural coverage) is the biggest media group with the widest
coverage concentrated in the West and South-South Regions
of the country. The biggest operators are Federal Radio
Corporation of Nigeria (FRCN - Present across all 36 States
and the Federal Capital Territory) AIM group(owners of Cool
FM, Wazobia FM and Nigeria Info) CMA( owners of Soundcity
and Urban96 radio) and Brila FM, (a niche sports media
conglomerate) operate a quasi-network with network belts
during which all partner stations hook up to a central
broadcast.

every report since the ‘Africa Rising’ wave has highlighted
Nigeria’s size as a huge factor in favour of doing business
here.When looking in from far oﬀ, it all looks like a jungle, but
there is a method to the madness, subject to behaviour of
consumers and regulation of the industry

The Nigerian Media Scene has evolved over the years in the
context of the wide diversity in the population of the country.
Media has evolved from the emergence of news media with
the need to inform and enlighten the people to an
entertainment focus in 90’s following the liberalisation of the
electronic media space. As a people, we are avid consumers
of news, with two-thirds of the population accessing news at
least once a day (66.6%). This rate is even higher among men
(72.8%) and those living in urban areas (72.4%). The news
genre is followed by Sports, Music and Movies/Drama a
testament to Nollywood’s (Nigerian movie Industry)
pervasiveness, ranking as the second largest in the world, by
volume. Another key aspect to note is that though english is
the oﬃcial language in Nigeria, most of the audience have
greater aﬃnity for content delivered in pidgin english
(Nigerian format) or a vernacular language of which the
top 3 of over 520 languages are Igbo, Yoruba and Hausa
The top media channels are Mobile (92%), Radio (93%)
and TV (89%).

Mobile internet penetration is (65%) with SMS and USSD
being the major mobile drivers in areas with low internet
penetration.

on TV, the Nigerian Television Authority (NTA), the self
proclaimed largest TV network in Africa also operates a quasinetwork model. other major TV players are AIT and Channels
TV in the terrestrial space and DSTV, the Cable juggernaut.
Recent entrants like Kwese TV are slowly breaking the cable
space monopoly.
Print in Nigeria is on the decline in line with global trends,
but is utilised as a status or positioning medium while the
top publications are building their digital proﬁle.

out of Home Media which is eﬀectively the most expensive
medium in absolute terms, is now largely regulated to ensure
standardisation and uncluttered exposure, especially in the
urban centres including Lagos, Abuja and Port Harcourt.
Formats are varied ranging from Static to digital and Transit
in large and small sizes.
The regulatory bodies charged with monitoring and enforcing
the various guidelines, are National Broadcasting Corporation
(NBC) for the broadcast Industry in Nigeria, Advertising
Practitioners Council of
Nigeria (APCoN) for
advertising industry and,
The Nigerian Press Council
(NPC) who acts as a buﬀer
between the public and
the press.

Brenda Nwagwa, Founder & Principal
Consultant QVT Media

Source: https://www.ncc.gov.ng/stakeholder/statistics-reports/industry-overview#view-graphs-tables
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TDF Group
Rattling the Cage!
Independent agencies have the ammunition to win bigger
businesses, but is that enough?

The answer to that should be Yes! But unfortunately, it is not.
Let me explain.

KENYA

In the past one year, we have pitched to numerous
companies, we have been pinned against the big boys from
the global networks and we have come out on top a few
times, however, a couple of days later we have been thrown
out and the client signs up with the ‘usual suspects’. What
we learnt that day was, simply winning the pitch is not good
enough and to be fair, it’s a dog eat dog world and this is the
rule of the jungle.

About a month ago, I met a remarkable man. A man who was
determined to rattle the cage… Knowing full well he’d have to
face the considerable might of whatever came out at him.
This remarkable man is a client, putting his passion to work
at a large global corporation.

However what the remarkable man taught us was that if
marketing and brand managers stand by what they believe
is right for their brands and not merely accept the mediocrity
forced down their throat, independent agencies would stand
a chance at winning bigger businesses and show their real
value.

The remarkable man invited us to come and pitch to his
entire team because his current agency (which is part of a
giant global network) was not delivering the “goods”. We
came out of the pitch with full marks and the remarkable
man said “now let's discuss the numbers.” Two days later
the remarkable man called us and said he has run into some
headwind and we started losing hope. The giant network
had started to ﬂex their muscle, called the remarkable man’s
superiors and tried to pull every trick out of the hat to get
us thrown out.

Now, for whatever it's worth, I still owe one explanation:
What I mean when I said “You need us”. Two things: Firstly,
it is the lean, hungry cheetahs of the savannahs that keep
the fat, powerful lions working for their supper. Secondly,
marketing and brand managers are like us. They too need
to rattle the cage, the cage of sameness… and create real
disruption.

When I met this remarkable man for the ﬁrst time, my three
words got him. “You need us,” I said. Quite the opposite of
what every other agency had told him. Were we being too
audacious? “I'll explain exactly what I mean later.” At the
moment though, I’ll let it hang.

The remarkable man decided to put his job on the line and
tell his superiors that he will not be ‘arm twisted’ into dealing
with mediocrity, even if meant losing his job. He came out
with ﬂying colours and three days later we signed the
contract.

“If marketing and brand managers
stand by what they believe is right
for their brands… independent
agencies would stand a chance
at winning bigger business.”

So does it come down to showing why they need us?...........
Most likely!

Jay Varia
Founder & Chief Executive Oﬃcer
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Tre Kronor Media
The role of the media
agency as advertisers
start internalizing
parts of their
programmatic
media buying.
In May of 2018, IAB released a whitepaper that showed that
65% of marketers purchasing digital ads via programmatic
have either moved those functions in-house (18%) or have
started to plan the internalizing them (47%). one of the top
reasons for this transition included greater cost eﬃciency and
transparency.

This shift has not gone under the nose of the big consultancy
companies who have been watching carefully and subsequently taking actions to take advantage of the transparencychallenges that prevail between the agency-client relationship.
Accenture and PwC help clients bring programmatic in-house,
which according to the IAB study takes at least a full year
given the complex tech-infrastructure. Deloitte have made
attempts in media-mix modelling, planning and budgeting in
collaboration with a group of media-buying agencies. Still,
none of these companies haven’t cracked the buying part of
the value chain. And most likely, they won’t as competition is
high and the margin low.
So, does this mean that media agencies should close down
their programmatic shop, focusing solely on the traditional
medias?

No, not really. In fact, programmatic ad spend is still growing
by double-digits YoY, indicating that more advertisers are
turning to programmatic buying to leverage better RoIs. At
the same time, 35% of advertisers in europe favours agency
outsourcing for programmatic trading according to IAB
europe’s latest report. We also know that hybrid-models are
on the rise, where media agencies and in-house collaborate
to buy media programmatically, often separating certain
activities between them.

SWEDEN

According to a study made by dataxu in March of 2018, based
on 100 media agencies and 101 advertisers based in UK,
around 43% of the agencies saw their primary duty as buying
media on Google and Facebook. The same respondents did not
see themselves executing these tasks in a 5-year period. Why
you may ask? Well, these media agencies instead believed
that their top capabilities will be operational consulting in
ﬁve years’ time (38%). The same study also showed that 21%
of the advertisers looked for media agencies to be strategic
advisors on all the changes happening in the industry.

I think you understand now where I am trying to go with this Consulting will be an important part of the services related
to programmatic buying oﬀered by media agencies. And
I even believe that media agencies with talented personnel
working in the programmatic sphere will have a stronger product oﬀering than the consulting companies. While Accenture
and PwC focus on tech- and audit related consulting, they don’t
have practical knowledge of strategical and tactical buying
strategies. More importantly, they lack the knowledge of the
complete media-mix and how certain channels interact and
can create synergy. Here is where we rule.

“Consulting will be an important
part of the services related to
programmatic buying oﬀered
by media agencies.”

The big global media agencies will certainly try to get their
fair share of this new pie, but I do believe that independent
media agencies will have an upper-hand. Let’s not forget, the
big media agencies have been wrestling with transparency
issues for a while, the case with Proctor & Gamble coming to
mind. As independent agencies, transparency, dedication and
close-knit client relationships is in our DNA. Its why our clients
chose working with us and why they still stick around.
earlier this year, our agency helped The Absolute Company
setting up an in-house programmatic project with the
purpose of delivering display and video ads in Canada and
South Africa, during a 3 months period. The project had its
fair share of bumps along the way, demonstrating the need
for a long lead time
indicated by IAB.
But the project was very
successful, showing that
consultancy services are
not only exclusive for the
big 6 consultancy ﬁrms.
For us, this was the ﬁrst
of its kind - but most
certainly not the last.

Nima Ghamari
Head of Programmatic, Tre Kronor Media
But more importantly, new lucrative business opportunities
will emerge.
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Xtreme Blue
Digitisation – just
keep it reasonable

The digital space is still growing strongly in 2018. Users are
spending more and more time on online platforms and the
amount spent on advertisements is also dynamically growing.
There’s a powerful demand on the user side to use digital
solutions.
This trend is clearly visible in the development of the
Hungarian advertising market in 2017:

Most of the ﬁrms and companies were opening to the digital

market several years ago, but the manner of development is
not the same everywhere. Although it is true that this area is
the future and one of the cheapest sales-channel, it’s not in
the optimal place in any given organization’s communication
strategy. In this case, the choice of the right media agency
may become an important factor for companies. This way
these companies will be able to see the features of the local
market, and to adapt to the national and international trends.
It is the job of the media agency to determine which digital
channels best suit the needs of any speciﬁc client in order to
produce real traﬃc growth, rather than simply oﬀer the most
widely used channels. Because let’s face it, the channels with
the biggest potential, like the Chatbots, or the 360-degree
video and virtual reality campaign are not necessarily the best
option for all companies.

HUNGARY

However, what can be considered as a fact is that:

Based on recent data, buyers spend less time watching TV
than using other devices. What’s more, this trend is expected
in the future too.
49% of organizations have no clear digital marketing strategy
or even those who do have one, may not be using the most
eﬀective channels.

There’s an urge for agencies to adapt to changing customer
needs and transform their existing units into an organizational
model that is suitable for satisfying every need. We must
forget the traditional agency model structure that concentrates only on the media and it will have to respond to the
new challenges of digital evolution.

“There’s an urge for agencies to
adapt to changing customer needs
and transform their existing units
into an organizational model that is
suitable for satisfying every need.”

Dr. István Németh is Head of Digital of XTREME Blue Media
(mmb media network) in Budapest, Hungary.
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The Media Shop Group
Small, Fast, Nimble
David and Goliath.

The biblical story of how a giant warrior was defeated by a
smaller opponent in combat is often used to refer to a
situation where a smaller organisation faces oﬀ and defeats a
much bigger, stronger adversary in unexpected ways.
It’s an analogy that has played out for one Singapore-based
start-up.

In 2016, data protection company Veritas was looking for an
agency to coordinate media buys for their regional oﬃces.

The brief was issued to their media planning agency based in
the United States.
The US media agency wanted The Media Shop to partner
them on the international requirements for the job, and
adapt certain aspects to suit the local framework in the four
countries.

That deal came through very quickly. one that the company –
which provides media planning and buying across all
advertising platforms – attributes to its unique location, Asian
identity, and tight, dynamic setup.

The independent boutique agency prides itself on being an
Asian media buying agency, run by Asians who understand
the Asian markets. An agency where being small allows it to
be more nimble, ﬂexible and responsive. In the eyes of Jessica
Toh, co-founder of The Media Shop, being small is a strength.

SINGAPoRE

When the company was launched, it was also a time when
the focus was still on traditional media buys, but The Media
Shop opted to oﬀer digital solutions as well alongside every
traditional media buy. This strategy kept them ahead of the
game.

Going regional, staying local
Lean in size, big on action – it is a tack that’s clearly paid oﬀ.
Barely a decade after setting up base in Singapore, the
company has expanded to Shanghai and Australia. Its
clientele base is diverse, among them, CIMB Bank, one Faber
Group, Toshiba, Autobacs, and the Lee Kuan Yew School of
Public Policy.
Today, The Media Shop’s reputation isn’t limited to among
clients. The Media Shop was anointed Local Hero – Media
Agency of the Year at Marketing Magazine’s Agency of the
Year Awards for four consecutive years since 2015 and Best
Local Media Agency at Singapore Media Awards in 2018.

While it’s an achievement be proud of, The Media Shop isn’t
about to rest on its laurels. “We want to continue seeing
ourselves as a speedboat navigating challenging, quickchanging terrains,” says Jessica. “Technology has disrupted
the whole purchasing journey and the greatness of staying
compact and agile is our leverage when adapting to clients’
media buying needs.”
Find out more about The Media Shop at
http://themediashop.asia/

“our ﬂat structure allows us to act quickly and reduce
turnaround time in addressing the needs of Veritas’
stakeholders located on both ends of the planet,” adds
Jessica.

Smallness is greatness
The Media Shop founders had a clear vision of the legacy they
wanted to establish – that of a small, nimble, independent
media buying agency that plays to a diﬀerent strength,
providing service that deep dives into one discipline, media
buying, and doing that extremely well.
To achieve that called for a management team with the right
skill sets.

Jessica co-founded the agency with partner Gary Tang in
2009. As a niche player, they ensured very little hierarchy to
encourage open communication within all levels among their
15-strong team. This facilitates active sharing of ideas and
fosters a collaborative structure. The agency also values
independence in thinking and empowers its people to make
swift decisions.

“The fact that the pitch team are the decision makers and the
ones executing the campaign highlights the advantage of
being a small, independent outfit. We see your project
through from start to end, I think that’s what a lot of clients
appreciate,” adds Jessica.
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Jessica Toh
Co-Founder & Managing Partner, The Media Shop

Generation Media
Independence =
Indispensability

UK

gains. our independence gives us a heads up display on what
a marketing director needs when he or she battles in the
boardroom. In fact our independent status gives us a unique
view in this regard.

etymology and linguistics are two of my favourite, pet
subjects. english words ending in ‘ility’ bring gravitas and
seriousness to any essay, presentation or speech. Yet their
over-use by politicians in particular and speciﬁcally their
abuse means an ‘ility’ is not what it used to be. And that’s
a shame because our industry needs ‘ilities’ more than ever.
Let me explain.

“Independence, as many of us are
acutely aware means ﬂying without
a safety-net.”

Generation Media has been proudly independent now for
10 years. Independence, as many of us are acutely aware
means ﬂying without a safety-net. The possibility or freedom
to fall and fail without outside interference or rescuing but
knowing that whatever we do is down to us; our leadership,
our vision, our culture, our team, our pride. And that’s why
our Sector has performed so well over the last 5 years.
The media world has changed so radically that old ways
of doing things don’t work any more and the smart clients
know this and are looking for partners who can bring them
a competitive edge quickly. And here’s my ﬁrst ‘ility’. Agility.
Independent agencies are able to move rapidly and pro act
strategically or tactically without layers of command to go
through to get things done. This brings initiative and
entrepreneurial-ship to most projects and tasks.

“Our independence gives us a heads
up display on what a marketing
director needs when he or she
battles in the boardroom.”

To my last ‘ility’ and I have cheated. Speciality. Generation
Media is a unique Independent business. We have carved
our success story by being independent and specialist.

Specialism can of course be a limiting force, if you allow it to
be but it also strengthens your USP and your value to your
clients.

So to end- ﬁnd your unique ‘ility’. Maximise it to the full.
Being Independent brings a great deal to a client relationship
but we all have a part to play together in growing our market
share vs the Network agency groups. This is the time of
‘in-dependability’.

My second ‘ility’ is Responsibility. If a company operates as
above, awarding greater power through the ranks, then it has
to operate responsibly or it will be ‘found out’ very quickly.
The better Independent companies invest heavily in training
and recruitment. We are driven by the fact that not only do
we need to act like a ‘grown up’ and ﬁnancially viable
business but be seen to be doing so. our Agency’s belief
system is predicated on continually proving our worth. We
consistently invest in outside training, We get external ‘forces’
to independently measure our performance, such as Investors
in People or the IPA CPD accreditation systems. We take the
Company to ‘Top Gun’.
And here’s my third ‘ility’- Accountability. Independent
agencies have always worked in the shadows of the larger
networks. Why would a client company trust millions of
dollars, pounds, euros to a company that does not have
institutional investors, ‘000’s of staﬀ located internationally
or a large oﬃce in Theobalds Rd, London? And it’s a good
question, but with a good answer. To dispel these potential
doubts, independent agencies have necessarily spent a
disproportionate amount of their revenue on ‘people’-power
and resources in proving that their work ‘pays back’. Return
on investment. Net worth generated. Share performance
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Dean C. Weller
Chief Executive Oﬃcer, Generation Media

thenetworkone would like to thank
all the agencies who kindly contributed
to this essay collection.
To read more insightful essays by
independent agencies, please visit:
www.thenetworkone.com/knowledge
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